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Getting the books Matlab Code For Firefly Algorithm now is not type of challenging means. You could not and no-one else going past books
deposit or library or borrowing from your connections to entrance them. This is an unquestionably easy means to specifically acquire guide by online. This online proclamation Matlab Code For Firefly Algorithm can be one of the options to accompany you subsequently having new time.
It will not waste your time. acknowledge me, the e-book will utterly tone you further concern to read. Just invest little mature to log on this on-line
publication Matlab Code For Firefly Algorithm as without difficulty as evaluation them wherever you are now.

Research and Development in Intelligent Systems XXVI - Richard Ellis
2009-10-28
The most common document formalisation for text classi?cation is the
vector space model founded on the bag of words/phrases representation.
The main advantage of the vector space model is that it can readily be
employed by classi?cation - gorithms. However, the bag of words/phrases
representation is suited to capturing only word/phrase frequency;
structural and semantic information is ignored. It has been established
that structural information plays an important role in classi?cation
accuracy [14]. An alternative to the bag of words/phrases representation
is a graph based rep- sentation, which intuitively possesses much more
expressive power. However, this representation introduces an additional
level of complexity in that the calculation of the similarity between two
graphs is signi?cantly more computationally expensive than between two
vectors (see for example [16]). Some work (see for example [12]) has
been done on hybrid representations to capture both structural elements
(- ing the graph model) and signi?cant features using the vector model.
However the computational resources required to process this hybrid
model are still extensive.
Computational Collective Intelligence. Semantic Web, Social Networks
and Multiagent Systems - Ryszard Kowalczyk 2009-10-04
Computational collective intelligence (CCI) is most often understood as a
subfield of artificial intelligence (AI) dealing with soft computing
methods that enable group decisions to be made or knowledge to be
processed among autonomous units acting in distributed environments.
The needs for CCI techniques and tools have grown signi- cantly recently
as many information systems work in distributed environments and use
distributed resources. Web-based systems, social networks and multiagent systems very often need these tools for working out consistent
knowledge states, resolving conflicts and making decisions. Therefore,
CCI is of great importance for today’s and future distributed systems.
Methodological, theoretical and practical aspects of computational
collective int- ligence, such as group decision making, collective action
coordination, and knowledge integration, are considered as the form of
intelligence that emerges from the collabo- tion and competition of many
individuals (artificial and/or natural). The application of multiple
computational intelligence technologies such as fuzzy systems,
evolutionary computation, neural systems, consensus theory, etc. , can
support human and other collective intelligence and create new forms of
CCI in natural and/or artificial s- tems.
Fundamental Research in Electrical Engineering - Shahram Montaser
Kouhsari 2018-07-25
This volume presents the selected papers of the First International
Conference on Fundamental Research in Electrical Engineering, held at
Khwarazmi University, Tehran, Iran in July, 2017. The selected papers
cover the whole spectrum of the main four fields of Electrical
Engineering (Electronic, Telecommunications, Control, and Power
Engineering).
Introduction to Nature-Inspired Optimization - George Lindfield
2017-08-10
Introduction to Nature-Inspired Optimization brings together many of the
innovative mathematical methods for non-linear optimization that have
their origins in the way various species behave in order to optimize their
chances of survival. The book describes each method, examines their
strengths and weaknesses, and where appropriate, provides the MATLAB
code to give practical insight into the detailed structure of these methods
and how they work. Nature-inspired algorithms emulate processes that
are found in the natural world, spurring interest for optimization.
Lindfield/Penny provide concise coverage to all the major algorithms,
including genetic algorithms, artificial bee colony algorithms, ant colony
optimization and the cuckoo search algorithm, among others. This book
provides a quick reference to practicing engineers, researchers and
graduate students who work in the field of optimization. Applies concepts
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in nature and biology to develop new algorithms for nonlinear
optimization Offers working MATLAB® programs for the major
algorithms described, applying them to a range of problems Provides
useful comparative studies of the algorithms, highlighting their strengths
and weaknesses Discusses the current state-of-the-field and indicates
possible areas of future development
Artificial Intelligence in Healthcare - Lalit Garg 2021-10-29
This book highlights the analytics and optimization issues in healthcare
systems, proposes new approaches, and presents applications of
innovative approaches in real facilities. In the past few decades, there
has been an exponential rise in the application of swarm intelligence
techniques for solving complex and intricate problems arising in
healthcare. The versatility of these techniques has made them a favorite
among scientists and researchers working in diverse areas. The primary
objective of this book is to bring forward thorough, in-depth, and wellfocused developments of hybrid variants of swarm intelligence
algorithms and their applications in healthcare systems.
Swarm Intelligence - Aboul Ella Hassanien 2018-09-03
Swarm Intelligence: Principles, Advances, and Applications delivers indepth coverage of bat, artificial fish swarm, firefly, cuckoo search, flower
pollination, artificial bee colony, wolf search, and gray wolf optimization
algorithms. The book begins with a brief introduction to mathematical
optimization, addressing basic concepts related to swarm intelligence,
such as randomness, random walks, and chaos theory. The text then:
Describes the various swarm intelligence optimization methods,
standardizing the variants, hybridizations, and algorithms whenever
possible Discusses variants that focus more on binary, discrete,
constrained, adaptive, and chaotic versions of the swarm optimizers
Depicts real-world applications of the individual optimizers, emphasizing
variable selection and fitness function design Details the similarities,
differences, weaknesses, and strengths of each swarm optimization
method Draws parallels between the operators and searching manners of
the different algorithms Swarm Intelligence: Principles, Advances, and
Applications presents a comprehensive treatment of modern swarm
intelligence optimization methods, complete with illustrative examples
and an extendable MATLAB® package for feature selection in wrapper
mode applied on different data sets with benchmarking using different
evaluation criteria. The book provides beginners with a solid foundation
of swarm intelligence fundamentals, and offers experts valuable insight
into new directions and hybridizations.
AI and Machine Learning Paradigms for Health Monitoring System Hasmat Malik 2021-02-14
This book embodies principles and applications of advanced soft
computing approaches in engineering, healthcare and allied domains
directed toward the researchers aspiring to learn and apply intelligent
data analytics techniques. The first part covers AI, machine learning and
data analytics tools and techniques and their applications to the class of
several hospital and health real-life problems. In the later part, the
applications of AI, ML and data analytics shall be covered over the wide
variety of applications in hospital, health, engineering and/or applied
sciences such as the clinical services, medical image analysis,
management support, quality analysis, bioinformatics, device analysis
and operations. The book presents knowledge of experts in the form of
chapters with the objective to introduce the theme of intelligent data
analytics and discusses associated theoretical applications. At last, it
presents simulation codes for the problems included in the book for
better understanding for beginners.
Nature-Inspired Optimization Algorithms - Xin-She Yang 2020-09-09
Nature-Inspired Optimization Algorithms, Second Edition provides an
introduction to all major nature-inspired algorithms for optimization. The
book's unified approach, balancing algorithm introduction, theoretical
background and practical implementation, complements extensive
literature with case studies to illustrate how these algorithms work.
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Topics include particle swarm optimization, ant and bee algorithms,
simulated annealing, cuckoo search, firefly algorithm, bat algorithm,
flower algorithm, harmony search, algorithm analysis, constraint
handling, hybrid methods, parameter tuning and control, and multiobjective optimization. This book can serve as an introductory book for
graduates, for lecturers in computer science, engineering and natural
sciences, and as a source of inspiration for new applications. Discusses
and summarizes the latest developments in nature-inspired algorithms
with comprehensive, timely literature Provides a theoretical
understanding and practical implementation hints Presents a step-bystep introduction to each algorithm Includes four new chapters covering
mathematical foundations, techniques for solving discrete and
combination optimization problems, data mining techniques and their
links to optimization algorithms, and the latest deep learning techniques,
background and various applications
Swarm Intelligence Algorithms - Adam Slowik 2020-08-25
Swarm intelligence algorithms are a form of nature-based optimization
algorithms. Their main inspiration is the cooperative behavior of animals
within specific communities. This can be described as simple behaviors
of individuals along with the mechanisms for sharing knowledge between
them, resulting in the complex behavior of the entire community.
Examples of such behavior can be found in ant colonies, bee swarms,
schools of fish or bird flocks. Swarm intelligence algorithms are used to
solve difficult optimization problems for which there are no exact solving
methods or the use of such methods is impossible, e.g. due to
unacceptable computational time. This book thoroughly presents the
basics of 24 algorithms selected from the entire family of swarm
intelligence algorithms. Each chapter deals with a different algorithm
describing it in detail and showing how it works in the form of a pseudocode. In addition, the source code is provided for each algorithm in
Matlab and in the C ++ programming language. In order to better
understand how each swarm intelligence algorithm works, a simple
numerical example is included in each chapter, which guides the reader
step by step through the individual stages of the algorithm, showing all
necessary calculations. This book can provide the basics for
understanding how swarm intelligence algorithms work, and aid readers
in programming these algorithms on their own to solve various
computational problems. This book should also be useful for
undergraduate and postgraduate students studying nature-based
optimization algorithms, and can be a helpful tool for learning the basics
of these algorithms efficiently and quickly. In addition, it can be a useful
source of knowledge for scientists working in the field of artificial
intelligence, as well as for engineers interested in using this type of
algorithms in their work. If the reader already has basic knowledge of
swarm intelligence algorithms, we recommend the book: "Swarm
Intelligence Algorithms: Modifications and Applications" (Edited by A.
Slowik, CRC Press, 2020), which describes selected modifications of
these algorithms and presents their practical applications.
Cuckoo Search and Firefly Algorithm - Xin-She Yang 2013-10-31
Nature-inspired algorithms such as cuckoo search and firefly algorithm
have become popular and widely used in recent years in many
applications. These algorithms are flexible, efficient and easy to
implement. New progress has been made in the last few years, and it is
timely to summarize the latest developments of cuckoo search and firefly
algorithm and their diverse applications. This book will review both
theoretical studies and applications with detailed algorithm analysis,
implementation and case studies so that readers can benefit most from
this book. Application topics are contributed by many leading experts in
the field. Topics include cuckoo search, firefly algorithm, algorithm
analysis, feature selection, image processing, travelling salesman
problem, neural network, GPU optimization, scheduling, queuing, multiobjective manufacturing optimization, semantic web service, shape
optimization, and others. This book can serve as an ideal reference for
both graduates and researchers in computer science, evolutionary
computing, machine learning, computational intelligence, and
optimization, as well as engineers in business intelligence, knowledge
management and information technology.
Glowworm Swarm Optimization - Krishnanand N. Kaipa 2017-01-10
This book provides a comprehensive account of the glowworm swarm
optimization (GSO) algorithm, including details of the underlying ideas,
theoretical foundations, algorithm development, various applications,
and MATLAB programs for the basic GSO algorithm. It also discusses
several research problems at different levels of sophistication that can be
attempted by interested researchers. The generality of the GSO
algorithm is evident in its application to diverse problems ranging from
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optimization to robotics. Examples include computation of multiple
optima, annual crop planning, cooperative exploration, distributed
search, multiple source localization, contaminant boundary mapping,
wireless sensor networks, clustering, knapsack, numerical integration,
solving fixed point equations, solving systems of nonlinear equations, and
engineering design optimization. The book is a valuable resource for
researchers as well as graduate and undergraduate students in the area
of swarm intelligence and computational intelligence and working on
these topics.
Nature Inspired Optimization Techniques for Image Processing
Applications - D. Jude Hemanth 2019
This book provides a platform for exploring nature-inspired optimization
techniques in the context of imaging applications. Optimization has
become part and parcel of all computational vision applications, and
since the amount of data used in these applications is vast, the need for
optimization techniques has increased exponentially. These accuracy and
complexity are a major area of concern when it comes to practical
applications. However, these optimization techniques have not yet been
fully explored in the context of imaging applications. By presenting
interdisciplinary concepts, ranging from optimization to image
processing, the book appeals to a broad readership, while also
encouraging budding engineers to pursue and employ innovative natureinspired techniques for image processing applications.
Handbook of Research on Holistic Optimization Techniques in the
Hospitality, Tourism, and Travel Industry - Vasant, Pandian
2016-10-31
The application of holistic optimization methods in the tourism, travel,
and hospitality industry has improved customer service and business
strategies within the field. By utilizing new technologies and optimization
techniques, it is becoming easier to troubleshoot problematic areas
within the travel industry. The Handbook of Research on Holistic
Optimization Techniques in the Hospitality, Tourism, and Travel Industry
features innovative technologies being utilized in the management of
hotels and tourist attractions. Highlighting empirical research on the
optimization of the travel and hospitality industry through the use of
algorithms and information technology, this book is a critical reference
source for managers, decision makers, executives, tourists, agents,
researchers, economists, and hotel staff members.
Computational Science and Its Applications – ICCSA 2021 - Osvaldo
Gervasi 2021-09-11
The ten-volume set LNCS 12949 – 12958 constitutes the proceedings of
the 21st International Conference on Computational Science and Its
Applications, ICCSA 2021, which was held in Cagliari, Italy, during
September 13 – 16, 2021. The event was organized in a hybrid mode due
to the Covid-19 pandemic.The 466 full and 18 short papers presented in
these proceedings were carefully reviewed and selected from 1588
submissions. The books cover such topics as multicore architectures,
computational astrochemistry, mobile and wireless security, sensor
networks, open source software, collaborative and social computing
systems and tools, computational geometry, applied mathematics human
computer interaction, software design engineering, and others. Part V of
the set includes the the proceedings on the following workshops:
International Workshop on Computational Geometry and Applications
(CGA 2021); International Workshop on Collaborative Intelligence in
Multimodal Applications (CIMA 2021); International Workshop on
Computational Science and HPC (CSHPC 2021); International Workshop
on Computational Optimization and Applications (COA 2021);
International Workshop on Cities, Technologies and Planning (CTP
2021); International Workshop on Computational Astrochemistry
(CompAstro 2021); International Workshop on Advanced Modeling EMobility in Urban Spaces (DEMOS 2021).The chapters "On Local
Convergence of Stochastic Global Optimization Algorithms" and
"Computing Binding Energies of Interstellar Molecules by Semiempirical
Quantum Methods: Comparison between DFT and GFN2 on Crystalline
Ice" are published open access under a CC BY license (Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License).
Metaheuristic Optimization: Nature-Inspired Algorithms Swarm and
Computational Intelligence, Theory and Applications - Modestus O. Okwu
2020-11-13
This book exemplifies how algorithms are developed by mimicking
nature. Classical techniques for solving day-to-day problems is timeconsuming and cannot address complex problems. Metaheuristic
algorithms are nature-inspired optimization techniques for solving reallife complex problems. This book emphasizes the social behaviour of
insects, animals and other natural entities, in terms of converging power
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and benefits. Major nature-inspired algorithms discussed in this book
include the bee colony algorithm, ant colony algorithm, grey wolf
optimization algorithm, whale optimization algorithm, firefly algorithm,
bat algorithm, ant lion optimization algorithm, grasshopper optimization
algorithm, butterfly optimization algorithm and others. The algorithms
have been arranged in chapters to help readers gain better insight into
nature-inspired systems and swarm intelligence. All the MATLAB codes
have been provided in the appendices of the book to enable readers
practice how to solve examples included in all sections. This book is for
experts in Engineering and Applied Sciences, Natural and Formal
Sciences, Economics, Humanities and Social Sciences.
Profit Maximization Techniques for Operating Chemical Plants - Sandip
K. Lahiri 2020-07-13
A systematic approach to profit optimization utilizing strategic solutions
and methodologies for the chemical process industry In the ongoing
battle to reduce the cost of production and increase profit margin within
the chemical process industry, leaders are searching for new ways to
deploy profit optimization strategies. Profit Maximization Techniques For
Operating Chemical Plants defines strategic planning and
implementation techniques for managers, senior executives, and
technical service consultants to help increase profit margins. The book
provides in-depth insight and practical tools to help readers find new and
unique opportunities to implement profit optimization strategies. From
identifying where the large profit improvement projects are to increasing
plant capacity and pushing plant operations towards multiple constraints
while maintaining continuous improvements—there is a plethora of
information to help keep plant operations on budget. The book also
includes information on: ● Take away methods and techniques for
identifying and exploiting potential areas to improve profit within the
plant ● Focus on latest Artificial Intelligence based modeling, knowledge
discovery and optimization strategies to maximize profit in running plant.
● Describes procedure to develop advance process monitoring and fault
diagnosis in running plant ● Thoughts on engineering design , best
practices and monitoring to sustain profit improvements ● Step-by-step
guides to identifying, building, and deploying improvement applications
For leaders and technologists in the industry who want to maximize
profit margins, this text provides basic concepts, guidelines, and step-bystep guides specifically for the chemical plant sector.
Evolutionary Optimization Algorithms - Dan Simon 2013-06-13
A clear and lucid bottom-up approach to the basic principlesof
evolutionary algorithms Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are a type of
artificialintelligence. EAs are motivated by optimization processes that
weobserve in nature, such as natural selection, species migration,bird
swarms, human culture, and ant colonies. This book discusses the theory,
history, mathematics, andprogramming of evolutionary optimization
algorithms. Featuredalgorithms include genetic algorithms, genetic
programming, antcolony optimization, particle swarm optimization,
differentialevolution, biogeography-based optimization, and many others.
Evolutionary Optimization Algorithms: Provides a straightforward,
bottom-up approach that assists thereader in obtaining a clear—but
theoreticallyrigorous—understanding of evolutionary algorithms, with
anemphasis on implementation Gives a careful treatment of recently
developedEAs—including opposition-based learning, artificial
fishswarms, bacterial foraging, and many others— and discussestheir
similarities and differences from more well-establishedEAs Includes
chapter-end problems plus a solutions manual availableonline for
instructors Offers simple examples that provide the reader with
anintuitive understanding of the theory Features source code for the
examples available on the author'swebsite Provides advanced
mathematical techniques for analyzing EAs,including Markov modeling
and dynamic system modeling Evolutionary Optimization Algorithms:
Biologically Inspiredand Population-Based Approaches to Computer
Intelligence is anideal text for advanced undergraduate students,
graduate students,and professionals involved in engineering and
computer science.
Handbook of Research on Modeling, Analysis, and Application of
Nature-Inspired Metaheuristic Algorithms - Dash, Sujata 2017-08-10
The digital age is ripe with emerging advances and applications in
technological innovations. Mimicking the structure of complex systems in
nature can provide new ideas on how to organize mechanical and
personal systems. The Handbook of Research on Modeling, Analysis, and
Application of Nature-Inspired Metaheuristic Algorithms is an essential
scholarly resource on current algorithms that have been inspired by the
natural world. Featuring coverage on diverse topics such as cellular
automata, simulated annealing, genetic programming, and differential
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evolution, this reference publication is ideal for scientists, biological
engineers, academics, students, and researchers that are interested in
discovering what models from nature influence the current technologycentric world.
Nature-Inspired Optimization Algorithms - Xin-She Yang 2014-02-17
Nature-Inspired Optimization Algorithms provides a systematic
introduction to all major nature-inspired algorithms for optimization. The
book's unified approach, balancing algorithm introduction, theoretical
background and practical implementation, complements extensive
literature with well-chosen case studies to illustrate how these
algorithms work. Topics include particle swarm optimization, ant and bee
algorithms, simulated annealing, cuckoo search, firefly algorithm, bat
algorithm, flower algorithm, harmony search, algorithm analysis,
constraint handling, hybrid methods, parameter tuning and control, as
well as multi-objective optimization. This book can serve as an
introductory book for graduates, doctoral students and lecturers in
computer science, engineering and natural sciences. It can also serve a
source of inspiration for new applications. Researchers and engineers as
well as experienced experts will also find it a handy reference. Discusses
and summarizes the latest developments in nature-inspired algorithms
with comprehensive, timely literature Provides a theoretical
understanding as well as practical implementation hints Provides a stepby-step introduction to each algorithm
Search and Optimization by Metaheuristics - Ke-Lin Du 2016-07-20
This textbook provides a comprehensive introduction to nature-inspired
metaheuristic methods for search and optimization, including the latest
trends in evolutionary algorithms and other forms of natural computing.
Over 100 different types of these methods are discussed in detail. The
authors emphasize non-standard optimization problems and utilize a
natural approach to the topic, moving from basic notions to more
complex ones. An introductory chapter covers the necessary biological
and mathematical backgrounds for understanding the main material.
Subsequent chapters then explore almost all of the major metaheuristics
for search and optimization created based on natural phenomena,
including simulated annealing, recurrent neural networks, genetic
algorithms and genetic programming, differential evolution, memetic
algorithms, particle swarm optimization, artificial immune systems, ant
colony optimization, tabu search and scatter search, bee and bacteria
foraging algorithms, harmony search, biomolecular computing, quantum
computing, and many others. General topics on dynamic, multimodal,
constrained, and multiobjective optimizations are also described. Each
chapter includes detailed flowcharts that illustrate specific algorithms
and exercises that reinforce important topics. Introduced in the appendix
are some benchmarks for the evaluation of metaheuristics. Search and
Optimization by Metaheuristics is intended primarily as a textbook for
graduate and advanced undergraduate students specializing in
engineering and computer science. It will also serve as a valuable
resource for scientists and researchers working in these areas, as well as
those who are interested in search and optimization methods.
Recent Advances in Information and Communication Technology Sirapat Boonkrong 2014-04-12
Computer and Information Technology (CIT) are now involved in
governmental, industrial, and business domains more than ever. Thus, it
is important for CIT personnel to continue academic research to improve
technology and its adoption to modern applications. The up-to-date
research and technologies must be distributed to researchers and CIT
community continuously to aid future development. The 10th
International Conference on Computing and Information Technology (IC
2 IT2014) organized by King Mongkut's University of Technology North
Bangkok (KMUTNB) and partners provides an exchange of the state of
the art and future developments in the two key areas of this process:
Computer Networking and Data Mining. Behind the background of the
foundation of ASEAN, it becomes clear that efficient languages, business
principles and communication methods need to be adapted, unified and
especially optimized to gain a maximum benefit to the users and
customers of future IT systems.
Nature-Inspired Algorithms and Applications - S. Balamurugan
2021-11-18
Mit diesem Buch soll aufgezeigt werden, wie von der Natur inspirierte
Berechnungen eine praktische Anwendung im maschinellen Lernen
finden, damit wir ein besseres Verständnis für die Welt um uns herum
entwickeln. Der Schwerpunkt liegt auf der Darstellung und Präsentation
aktueller Entwicklungen in den Bereichen, in denen von der Natur
inspirierte Algorithmen speziell konzipiert und angewandt werden, um
komplexe reale Probleme in der Datenanalyse und Mustererkennung zu
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lösen, und zwar durch Anwendung fachspezifischer Lösungen. Mit einer
detaillierten Beschreibung verschiedener, von der Natur inspirierter
Algorithmen und ihrer multidisziplinären Anwendung (beispielsweise in
Maschinenbau und Elektrotechnik, beim maschinellen Lernen, in der
Bildverarbeitung, beim Data Mining und in Drahtlosnetzwerken) ist
dieses Buch ein praktisches Nachschlagewerk.
Metaheuristics: Outlines, MATLAB Codes and Examples - Ali Kaveh
2019-03-29
The book presents eight well-known and often used algorithms besides
nine newly developed algorithms by the first author and his students in a
practical implementation framework. Matlab codes and some benchmark
structural optimization problems are provided. The aim is to provide an
efficient context for experienced researchers or readers not familiar with
theory, applications and computational developments of the considered
metaheuristics. The information will also be of interest to readers
interested in application of metaheuristics for hard optimization,
comparing conceptually different metaheuristics and designing new
metaheuristics.
Engineering Optimization - Xin-She Yang 2010-07-20
An accessible introduction to metaheuristics and optimization, featuring
powerful and modern algorithms for application across engineering and
the sciences From engineering and computer science to economics and
management science, optimization is a core component for problem
solving. Highlighting the latest developments that have evolved in recent
years, Engineering Optimization: An Introduction with Metaheuristic
Applications outlines popular metaheuristic algorithms and equips
readers with the skills needed to apply these techniques to their own
optimization problems. With insightful examples from various fields of
study, the author highlights key concepts and techniques for the
successful application of commonly-used metaheuristc algorithms,
including simulated annealing, particle swarm optimization, harmony
search, and genetic algorithms. The author introduces all major
metaheuristic algorithms and their applications in optimization through a
presentation that is organized into three succinct parts: Foundations of
Optimization and Algorithms provides a brief introduction to the
underlying nature of optimization and the common approaches to
optimization problems, random number generation, the Monte Carlo
method, and the Markov chain Monte Carlo method Metaheuristic
Algorithms presents common metaheuristic algorithms in detail,
including genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, ant algorithms, bee
algorithms, particle swarm optimization, firefly algorithms, and harmony
search Applications outlines a wide range of applications that use
metaheuristic algorithms to solve challenging optimization problems with
detailed implementation while also introducing various modifications
used for multi-objective optimization Throughout the book, the author
presents worked-out examples and real-world applications that illustrate
the modern relevance of the topic. A detailed appendix features
important and popular algorithms using MATLAB® and Octave software
packages, and a related FTP site houses MATLAB code and programs for
easy implementation of the discussed techniques. In addition, references
to the current literature enable readers to investigate individual
algorithms and methods in greater detail. Engineering Optimization: An
Introduction with Metaheuristic Applications is an excellent book for
courses on optimization and computer simulation at the upperundergraduate and graduate levels. It is also a valuable reference for
researchers and practitioners working in the fields of mathematics,
engineering, computer science, operations research, and management
science who use metaheuristic algorithms to solve problems in their
everyday work.
Computational Science – ICCS 2020 - Valeria V. Krzhizhanovskaya
2020-06-19
The seven-volume set LNCS 12137, 12138, 12139, 12140, 12141, 12142,
and 12143 constitutes the proceedings of the 20th International
Conference on Computational Science, ICCS 2020, held in Amsterdam,
The Netherlands, in June 2020.* The total of 101 papers and 248
workshop papers presented in this book set were carefully reviewed and
selected from 719 submissions (230 submissions to the main track and
489 submissions to the workshops). The papers were organized in topical
sections named: Part I: ICCS Main Track Part II: ICCS Main Track Part
III: Advances in High-Performance Computational Earth Sciences:
Applications and Frameworks; Agent-Based Simulations, Adaptive
Algorithms and Solvers; Applications of Computational Methods in
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning; Biomedical and
Bioinformatics Challenges for Computer Science Part IV: Classifier
Learning from Difficult Data; Complex Social Systems through the Lens
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of Computational Science; Computational Health; Computational
Methods for Emerging Problems in (Dis-)Information Analysis Part V:
Computational Optimization, Modelling and Simulation; Computational
Science in IoT and Smart Systems; Computer Graphics, Image
Processing and Artificial Intelligence Part VI: Data Driven Computational
Sciences; Machine Learning and Data Assimilation for Dynamical
Systems; Meshfree Methods in Computational Sciences; Multiscale
Modelling and Simulation; Quantum Computing Workshop Part VII:
Simulations of Flow and Transport: Modeling, Algorithms and
Computation; Smart Systems: Bringing Together Computer Vision,
Sensor Networks and Machine Learning; Software Engineering for
Computational Science; Solving Problems with Uncertainties; Teaching
Computational Science; UNcErtainty QUantIficatiOn for ComputationAl
modeLs *The conference was canceled due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Nature-inspired Metaheuristic Algorithms - Xin-She Yang 2010
Modern metaheuristic algorithms such as bee algorithms and harmony
search start to demonstrate their power in dealing with tough
optimization problems and even NP-hard problems. This book reviews
and introduces the state-of-the-art nature-inspired metaheuristic
algorithms in optimization, including genetic algorithms, bee algorithms,
particle swarm optimization, simulated annealing, ant colony
optimization, harmony search, and firefly algorithms. We also briefly
introduce the photosynthetic algorithm, the enzyme algorithm, and Tabu
search. Worked examples with implementation have been used to show
how each algorithm works. This book is thus an ideal textbook for an
undergraduate and/or graduate course. As some of the algorithms such
as the harmony search and firefly algorithms are at the forefront of
current research, this book can also serve as a reference book for
researchers.
Information Systems and Management Science - Lalit Garg
2021-09-04
The book introduces concepts, principles, methods and procedures that
will be valuable to students and scholars in thinking about existing
organization systems, proposing new systems and working with
management professionals in implementing new information systems.
This book of Information Systems and Management Science (proceedings
of ISMS 2020) is intended to be used as a reference by students and
researchers who collect scientific and technical contributions with
respect to models, tools, technologies and applications in the field of
information systems and management science. This textbook shows how
to exploit information systems in a technology-rich management field.
Metaheuristic Computation with MATLAB® - Erik Cuevas
2020-09-14
Metaheuristic algorithms are considered as generic optimization tools
that can solve very complex problems characterized by having very large
search spaces. Metaheuristic methods reduce the effective size of the
search space through the use of effective search strategies. Book
Features: Provides a unified view of the most popular metaheuristic
methods currently in use Includes the necessary concepts to enable
readers to implement and modify already known metaheuristic methods
to solve problems Covers design aspects and implementation in
MATLAB® Contains numerous examples of problems and solutions that
demonstrate the power of these methods of optimization The material
has been written from a teaching perspective and, for this reason, this
book is primarily intended for undergraduate and postgraduate students
of artificial intelligence, metaheuristic methods, and/or evolutionary
computation. The objective is to bridge the gap between metaheuristic
techniques and complex optimization problems that profit from the
convenient properties of metaheuristic approaches. Therefore, engineer
practitioners who are not familiar with metaheuristic computation will
appreciate that the techniques discussed are beyond simple theoretical
tools, since they have been adapted to solve significant problems that
commonly arise in such areas.
Swarm Intelligence and Bio-Inspired Computation - Xin-She Yang
2013-05-16
Swarm Intelligence and bio-inspired computation have become
increasing popular in the last two decades. Bio-inspired algorithms such
as ant colony algorithms, bat algorithms, bee algorithms, firefly
algorithms, cuckoo search and particle swarm optimization have been
applied in almost every area of science and engineering with a dramatic
increase of number of relevant publications. This book reviews the latest
developments in swarm intelligence and bio-inspired computation from
both the theory and application side, providing a complete resource that
analyzes and discusses the latest and future trends in research
directions. It can help new researchers to carry out timely research and
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inspire readers to develop new algorithms. With its impressive breadth
and depth, this book will be useful for advanced undergraduate students,
PhD students and lecturers in computer science, engineering and science
as well as researchers and engineers. Focuses on the introduction and
analysis of key algorithms Includes case studies for real-world
applications Contains a balance of theory and applications, so readers
who are interested in either algorithm or applications will all benefit
from this timely book.
Mathematical Foundations of Nature-Inspired Algorithms - Xin-She
Yang 2019-05-08
This book presents a systematic approach to analyze nature-inspired
algorithms. Beginning with an introduction to optimization methods and
algorithms, this book moves on to provide a unified framework of
mathematical analysis for convergence and stability. Specific natureinspired algorithms include: swarm intelligence, ant colony optimization,
particle swarm optimization, bee-inspired algorithms, bat algorithm,
firefly algorithm, and cuckoo search. Algorithms are analyzed from a
wide spectrum of theories and frameworks to offer insight to the main
characteristics of algorithms and understand how and why they work for
solving optimization problems. In-depth mathematical analyses are
carried out for different perspectives, including complexity theory, fixed
point theory, dynamical systems, self-organization, Bayesian framework,
Markov chain framework, filter theory, statistical learning, and statistical
measures. Students and researchers in optimization, operations
research, artificial intelligence, data mining, machine learning, computer
science, and management sciences will see the pros and cons of a variety
of algorithms through detailed examples and a comparison of algorithms.
Algorithms for Optimization - Mykel J. Kochenderfer 2019-03-12
A comprehensive introduction to optimization with a focus on practical
algorithms for the design of engineering systems. This book offers a
comprehensive introduction to optimization with a focus on practical
algorithms. The book approaches optimization from an engineering
perspective, where the objective is to design a system that optimizes a
set of metrics subject to constraints. Readers will learn about
computational approaches for a range of challenges, including searching
high-dimensional spaces, handling problems where there are multiple
competing objectives, and accommodating uncertainty in the metrics.
Figures, examples, and exercises convey the intuition behind the
mathematical approaches. The text provides concrete implementations in
the Julia programming language. Topics covered include derivatives and
their generalization to multiple dimensions; local descent and first- and
second-order methods that inform local descent; stochastic methods,
which introduce randomness into the optimization process; linear
constrained optimization, when both the objective function and the
constraints are linear; surrogate models, probabilistic surrogate models,
and using probabilistic surrogate models to guide optimization;
optimization under uncertainty; uncertainty propagation; expression
optimization; and multidisciplinary design optimization. Appendixes offer
an introduction to the Julia language, test functions for evaluating
algorithm performance, and mathematical concepts used in the
derivation and analysis of the optimization methods discussed in the text.
The book can be used by advanced undergraduates and graduate
students in mathematics, statistics, computer science, any engineering
field, (including electrical engineering and aerospace engineering), and
operations research, and as a reference for professionals.
A Practical Approach to Metaheuristics using LabVIEW and MATLAB® Pedro Ponce-Cruz 2020-06-08
Metaheuristic optimization has become a prime alternative for solving
complex optimization problems in several areas. Hence, practitioners
and researchers have been paying extensive attention to those
metaheuristic algorithms that are mainly based on natural phenomena.
However, when those algorithms are implemented, there are not enough
books that deal with theoretical and experimental problems in a friendly
manner so this book presents a novel structure that includes a complete
description of the most important metaheuristic optimization algorithms
as well as a new proposal of a new metaheuristic optimization named
earthquake optimization. This book also has several practical exercises
and a toolbox for MATLAB® and a toolkit for LabVIEW are integrated as
complementary material for this book. These toolkits allow readers to
move from a simulation environment to an experimentation one very fast.
This book is suitable for researchers, students, and professionals in
several areas, such as economics, architecture, computer science,
electrical engineering, and control systems. The unique features of this
book are as follows: Developed for researchers, undergraduate and
graduate students, and practitioners A friendly description of the main
matlab-code-for-firefly-algorithm

metaheuristic optimization algorithms Theoretical and practical
optimization examples A new earthquake optimization algorithm
Updated state-of-the-art and research optimization projects The authors
are multidisciplinary/interdisciplinary lecturers and researchers who
have written a structure-friendly learning methodology to understand
each metaheuristic optimization algorithm presented in this book.
Artificial Intelligence and Soft Computing - Leszek Rutkowski 2018-05-24
The two-volume set LNAI 10841 and LNAI 10842 constitutes the
refereed proceedings of the 17th International Conference on Artificial
Intelligence and Soft Computing, ICAISC 2018, held in Zakopane, Poland
in June 2018. The 140 revised full papers presented were carefully
reviewed and selected from 242 submissions. The papers included in the
first volume are organized in the following three parts: neural networks
and their applications; evolutionary algorithms and their applications;
and pattern classification.
Biomimicry for Aerospace - Vikram Shyam 2022-02-19
The solutions to technical challenges posed by flight and space
exploration tend to be multidimensional, multifunctional, and
increasingly focused on the interaction of systems and their environment.
The growing discipline of biomimicry focuses on what humanity can
learn from the natural world. Biomimicry for Aerospace: Technologies
and Applications features the latest advances of bioinspired
materials–properties relationships for aerospace applications. Readers
will get a deep dive into the utility of biomimetics to solve a number of
technical challenges in aeronautics and space exploration. Part I:
Biomimicry in Aerospace: Education, Design, and Inspiration provides an
educational background to biomimicry applied for aerospace
applications. Part II: Biomimetic Design: Aerospace and Other Practical
Applications discusses applications and practical aspects of biomimetic
design for aerospace and terrestrial applications and its crossdisciplinary nature. Part III: Biomimicry and Foundational Aerospace
Disciplines covers snake-inspired robots, biomimetic advances in
photovoltaics, electric aircraft cooling by bioinspired exergy
management, and surrogate model-driven bioinspired optimization
algorithms for large-scale and complex problems. Finally, Part IV: BioInspired Materials, Manufacturing, and Structures reviews natureinspired materials and processes for space exploration, gecko-inspired
adhesives, bioinspired automated integrated circuit manufacturing on
the Moon and Mars, and smart deployable space structures inspired by
nature. Introduces educational aspects of bio-inspired design for novel
and practical technologies Presents a series of bio-inspired technologies
applicable to the field of aerospace engineering Provides an introduction
to nature-inspired design and engineering and its relevance to planning
and developing the next generation of robotic and human space missions
Computational Intelligence Paradigms for Optimization Problems Using
MATLAB®/SIMULINK® - S. Sumathi 2018-09-03
Considered one of the most innovative research directions,
computational intelligence (CI) embraces techniques that use global
search optimization, machine learning, approximate reasoning, and
connectionist systems to develop efficient, robust, and easy-to-use
solutions amidst multiple decision variables, complex constraints, and
tumultuous environments. CI techniques involve a combination of
learning, adaptation, and evolution used for intelligent applications.
Computational Intelligence Paradigms for Optimization Problems Using
MATLAB®/ Simulink® explores the performance of CI in terms of
knowledge representation, adaptability, optimality, and processing speed
for different real-world optimization problems. Focusing on the practical
implementation of CI techniques, this book: Discusses the role of CI
paradigms in engineering applications such as unit commitment and
economic load dispatch, harmonic reduction, load frequency control and
automatic voltage regulation, job shop scheduling, multidepot vehicle
routing, and digital image watermarking Explains the impact of CI on
power systems, control systems, industrial automation, and image
processing through the above-mentioned applications Shows how to
apply CI algorithms to constraint-based optimization problems using
MATLAB® m-files and Simulink® models Includes experimental analyses
and results of test systems Computational Intelligence Paradigms for
Optimization Problems Using MATLAB®/ Simulink® provides a valuable
reference for industry professionals and advanced undergraduate,
postgraduate, and research students.
Optimization for Robot Modelling with MATLAB - Hazim Nasir Ghafil
2020-02-28
This book addresses optimization in robotics, in terms of both the
configuration space and the metal structure of the robot arm itself; and
discusses, describes and builds different types of heuristics and
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volume describes selected modifications of these algorithms and
presents their practical applications. This book presents 24 swarm
algorithms together with their modifications and practical applications.
Each chapter is devoted to one algorithm. It contains a short description
along with a pseudo-code showing the various stages of its operation. In
addition, each chapter contains a description of selected modifications of
the algorithm and shows how it can be used to solve a selected practical
problem.
Nature-Inspired Computing and Optimization - Srikanta Patnaik
2017-03-07
The book provides readers with a snapshot of the state of the art in the
field of nature-inspired computing and its application in optimization.
The approach is mainly practice-oriented: each bio-inspired technique or
algorithm is introduced together with one of its possible applications.
Applications cover a wide range of real-world optimization problems:
from feature selection and image enhancement to scheduling and
dynamic resource management, from wireless sensor networks and
wiring network diagnosis to sports training planning and gene
expression, from topology control and morphological filters to nutritional
meal design and antenna array design. There are a few theoretical
chapters comparing different existing techniques, exploring the
advantages of nature-inspired computing over other methods, and
investigating the mixing time of genetic algorithms. The book also
introduces a wide range of algorithms, including the ant colony
optimization, the bat algorithm, genetic algorithms, the collision-based
optimization algorithm, the flower pollination algorithm, multi-agent
systems and particle swarm optimization. This timely book is intended as
a practice-oriented reference guide for students, researchers and
professionals.
Engineering Design Optimization - Joaquim R. R. A. Martins 2021-11-18
Based on course-tested material, this rigorous yet accessible graduate
textbook covers both fundamental and advanced optimization theory and
algorithms. It covers a wide range of numerical methods and topics,
including both gradient-based and gradient-free algorithms,
multidisciplinary design optimization, and uncertainty, with instruction
on how to determine which algorithm should be used for a given
application. It also provides an overview of models and how to prepare
them for use with numerical optimization, including derivative
computation. Over 400 high-quality visualizations and numerous
examples facilitate understanding of the theory, and practical tips
address common issues encountered in practical engineering design
optimization and how to address them. Numerous end-of-chapter
homework problems, progressing in difficulty, help put knowledge into
practice. Accompanied online by a solutions manual for instructors and
source code for problems, this is ideal for a one- or two-semester
graduate course on optimization in aerospace, civil, mechanical,
electrical, and chemical engineering departments.

algorithms in MATLAB. In addition, the book includes a wealth of
examples and exercises. In particular, it enables the reader to write a
MATLAB code for all the related problems in robotics. The book also
offers detailed descriptions of and builds from scratch several types of
optimization algorithms using MATLAB and simplified methods,
especially for inverse problems and avoiding singularities. Each chapter
features examples and exercises to enhance the reader’s comprehension.
Accordingly, the book offers the reader a better understanding of robot
analysis from an optimization standpoint.
Introduction to Algorithms for Data Mining and Machine Learning - XinShe Yang 2019-06-17
Introduction to Algorithms for Data Mining and Machine Learning
introduces the essential ideas behind all key algorithms and techniques
for data mining and machine learning, along with optimization
techniques. Its strong formal mathematical approach, well selected
examples, and practical software recommendations help readers develop
confidence in their data modeling skills so they can process and interpret
data for classification, clustering, curve-fitting and predictions.
Masterfully balancing theory and practice, it is especially useful for those
who need relevant, well explained, but not rigorous (proofs based)
background theory and clear guidelines for working with big data.
Presents an informal, theorem-free approach with concise, compact
coverage of all fundamental topics Includes worked examples that help
users increase confidence in their understanding of key algorithms, thus
encouraging self-study Provides algorithms and techniques that can be
implemented in any programming language, with each chapter including
notes about relevant software packages
Swarm Intelligence Algorithms (Two Volume Set) - Adam Slowik
2021-01-26
Swarm intelligence algorithms are a form of nature-based optimization
algorithms. Their main inspiration is the cooperative behavior of animals
within specific communities. This can be described as simple behaviors
of individuals along with the mechanisms for sharing knowledge between
them, resulting in the complex behavior of the entire community.
Examples of such behavior can be found in ant colonies, bee swarms,
schools of fish or bird flocks. Swarm intelligence algorithms are used to
solve difficult optimization problems for which there are no exact solving
methods or the use of such methods is impossible, e.g. due to
unacceptable computational time. This set comprises two volumes:
Swarm Intelligence Algorithms: A Tutorial and Swarm Intelligence
Algorithms: Modifications and Applications. The first volume thoroughly
presents the basics of 24 algorithms selected from the entire family of
swarm intelligence algorithms. It contains a detailed explanation of how
each algorithm works, along with relevant program codes in Matlab and
the C ++ programming language, as well as numerical examples
illustrating step-by-step how individual algorithms work. The second
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